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This paper presents a fuzzy logic technique which can diagnose multiple faults in a transformer and quantitatively indicates the
likelihood/severity of each fault. Insulation deterioration at each fault location can then be monitored closely according to its trend, which
is important for a transformer in critical situation.

A fuzzy dissolved gas analysis method for the diagnosis of ...
This paper presents a fuzzy diagnosis for detecting and distinguishing multi-fault state, the method is constructed on the basis of
possibility theory and support vector machines (SVMs) with information fusion from multiple sensors.

A fuzzy diagnosis of multi-fault state based on ...
This article proposes a fault diagnosis method for closed-loop satellite attitude control systems based on a fuzzy model and parity
equation. The fault in a closed-loop system is propagated with the feedback loop, increasing the difficulty of fault diagnosis and isolation.

Fault diagnosis method for closed-loop satellite attitude ...
In recent years, in order to solve the problem of uncertainty in fault diagnosis, a fault diagnosis method based on fuzzy Petri nets (FPNs) is
proposed by scholars, the uncertainty of action information of protection and circuit breaker is described in probability form, and the
confidence probability of fault components can be obtained through fuzzy reasoning .

Fault diagnosis method of distribution network based on ...
Typical methods include pattern recognition-based diagnosis, support vector machine-based diagnosis, neural network-based diagnosis,
and fuzzy theory-based diagnosis. In this paper, a mechanical fault diagnosis method based on fuzzy recognition is proposed.

Intelligent fault diagnosis method of mechanical equipment ...
Consequently, to handle the incompleteness and uncertainty inherent in the fault diagnosis of power systems and avoid historical data
issues, an SNPS-based method called FDSNP (Wang et al., 2015e) was proposed.The FDSNP introduced a Fuzzy Reasoning Spiking Neural P
System with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (tFRSNPS) (Wang et al., 2014b) to model potentially faulty equipment.

A weighted corrective fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P ...
A Data Fusion Fault Diagnosis Method Based on LSTM and DWT for Satellite Reaction Flywheel. This paper presents a novel fault diagnosis
method based on data fusion for a reaction flywheel of the satellite attitude system. Different from most traditional fault diagnosis
techniques, the proposed solution simultaneously accomplishes fault detection and identification within parallel fusion blocks.

A Data Fusion Fault Diagnosis Method Based on LSTM and DWT ...
A Novel Fault Diagnosis Method Based on Integrating Empirical Wavelet Transform and Fuzzy Entropy for Motor Bearing Abstract: Motor
bearing is subjected to the joint effects of much more loads, transmissions, and shocks that cause bearing fault and machinery
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breakdown.

A Novel Fault Diagnosis Method Based on Integrating ...
The main contributions of this paper include: (1) the expression of failure phenomena based on different module functions; (2) the role of
a fuzzy clustering method through adaptive fault diagnosis for the establishment of standards; (3) establishment of a twice-alarmed
mechanism for fault diagnosis based on the characteristics of the distributed computation in WSNs, which mechanism can consolidate the
fault information and improve the detection efficiency; (4) an adaptive diagnostic ...

AF-DHNN: Fuzzy Clustering and Inference-Based Node Fault ...
Power Grid Fault Diagnosis Method Using Intuitionistic Fuzzy Petri Nets Based on Time Series Matching 1. Introduction. With the
development of the power grid, an increasing number of new energy sources, such as solar... 2. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Time Petri Nets. The
intuitionistic fuzzy set [ 25] has ...

Power Grid Fault Diagnosis Method Using Intuitionistic ...
First, match fault sample data with fuzzy expert system in terms of Gaussian membership functions, identify fault feature, and determine
fuzzy likelihood. Then, normalize matching value and calculate basic probability assignment (BPA)9from data fusion of fuzzy evidence
data system. BPA here means fault detect evidence.

Rolling bearing fault diagnosis method based on data ...
so on . The dynamic causal map and fuzzy reasoning fusion method is to take the same object, use multiple sensors to comprehensively
obtain various types of fault information, and finally make fault diagnosis. At present, the information fusion methods for fault diagnosis
are different according to their fusion algorithms, mainly as follows:

Research on Fault Diagnosis Based on Dynamic causality ...
Analog circuit fault diagnosis technology is widely used in the diagnosis of various electronic devices. The basic strategy is to extract
circuit fault characteristics and then to use a clustering algorithm for diagnosis. The discrete Volterra series (DVS) is a common feature
extraction method; however, it is difficult to calculate its parameters.

Symmetry ¦ Free Full-Text ¦ Fault Diagnosis of an Analog ...
Zhang et al. [ 12] proposed a bearing fault diagnosis method by using multiscale entropy (MSE) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference.
However, the coarse graining in MSE usually results in the ‘flying wing’ phenomenon at the end with the increase of scale factor.

Composite Interpolation-Based Multiscale Fuzzy Entropy and ...
Some of these methods explore detecting the fault in advance, predictively, avoiding massive power losses and damages on PV systems
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[6]. However, the most common methods search for fault diagnosis in real‐time. Syafaruddin et al. [7] developed a diagnosis method
using an artificial neural network (ANN).

PV Module Fault Detection Using Combined Artificial Neural ...
On the basis of FuzzyEn, the multi-scale fuzzy entropy method was developed by Zheng et al. and it was applied for bearing fault
diagnosis. Li et al. proposed a kind of improved multi-scale fuzzy entropy for the avoidance of inaccurate estimation of entropy values and
used it to evaluate complexity of bearing vibration signals.

Rolling Element Bearing Fault Diagnosis by Combining ...
Multiscale entropy (MSE), as a complexity measurement method of time series, has been widely used to extract the fault information
hidden in machinery vibration signals. However, the insufficient coarse graining in MSE will result in fault pattern information missing and
the sample entropy used in M …

Time-Shift Multiscale Fuzzy Entropy and Laplacian Support ...
The induction motor conditions are diagnosed using a compositional rule of fuzzy inference. A useful and straight forward method was
presented to simulate electrical faults such as under voltage...
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